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Agenda . . . 

1) How the Theory of the Big Bang developed

2) Some natural principles we should know

3) The evolution of the Universe

4) What we will be seeing tonight 

5) IF WE HAVE TIME . . . The Greek Myths behind what we will see

9:00 a light dinner in the library 

9:30  we board buses/cars to Maasser el Chouf telecom tower

11:30 (or so) we leave the site at so back to Beirut via Baaqline



Download this presentation from:

www.karazwlaimoon.com

on the page for this trip



Since Early 

Documented 

History . . . 

most cultures 

thought the Earth 

was FLAT and was 

at the CENTER of 

the Universe



1543: Copernicus revolutionized thought by 

stating the Sun was at the Center of the Universe

Only 6 planets 

were known at that 

time: no Uranus, 

no Neptune
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From Late 19th Century until 1929 . . . 

 It was accepted that all visible stars are part of a Galaxy (مجرة)

 The Milky Way 

 درب التبانة

 La Voie Latte

 The Sun is located off center in one of the arms the Milky Way 

 We were made humble again 
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The Solar System rotates once 

around the center of the Milky way, 

every 250 million years
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1929: Edwin Hubble Made 2 Huge Discoveries

 Discovery 1: he measured the distance to stellar clouds (nebulae)

 He concluded they were not clouds but Galaxies outside the Milky

 Discovery 2: the galaxies were moving away from each other

 He concluded that the universe was expanding

 But the galaxies themselves were not moving

 It was space that was expanding
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Once more, we were humbled . . . 

 We live on an ordinary planet

 Circling around an ordinary star (the sun)

 Which is in the suburb of an ordinary galaxy 

 This galaxy contains 200 billion other stars

 And the galaxy is not unique: 

 It is one of 100 billion other galaxies in our Universe

 The Multi-verse theory is about to prove our universe is one of 

many other universes . . . . 
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Just don’t forget 

who is really at 

the center of 

your Universe!



Father LeMaitre . . . .

A Priest / Physicist

 He was the first to consider that 

the Universe started Small and 

Dense from something called 

the Singularity

 The Universe then expanded

 Hubble’s work proved him right

 He developed the first version 

of the Big Bang Theory

The Singularity: Dense Universe Time = 0

T
im

e
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Enter Albert Einstein . . . . General Relativity

 Before Hubble, Einstein had assumed the Universe was Static 

 His equations proved the Universe was either expanding or 

contracting --- he could not accept that !

 To force the Universe to be static, he corrected his formula by 

adding a Cosmological Factor
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Einstein and Hubble 

 When Einstein read Hubble’s paper 

about the expanding Universe . . .

 He said: “The Cosmological Factor is 

the greatest blunder of my life”

 Later on, astronomers found something 

they called Dark Energy

 It caused the Universe to expand even 

faster

 It was equal to Einstein’s Factor

 Even when Einstein was wrong, 

he was right!
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The Age of the Universe is 13.8 Billion Years

 This is calculated using the speed of expansion 

 and other factors

 The sun first started shining 4.6 billion years ago 9.2 B

 Single cell life appeared 3.8 billion years ago 10.0 B

 Complex life appeared 1 billion years ago 12.8 B

 Homo Sapiens appeared in Africa 200,000 years ago . . .

 That is 0.0002 billion years ago

 We have only been around 0.0014% of the life of the Universe

 That should make us even more humble 
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More Humility:

 The Universe’s behavior does not make sense to us

 Our “software” only understands some of its logic

 The laws of nature are not natural to human beings

 Especially on the very small and the very large scales

We will explain later: 

The Electromagnetic Spectrum is extremely wide but we are only 

sensitive to a minute part of it . . . the visible range 
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To understand the Universe, 

we need some 

fundamental principles 
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1) Expressing Large and Small Numbers

 Scientists don’t write large numbers: 100,000,000,000

 They represent them by the number of zeros: 11

 So, 100,000,000,000 = 10
11

 This means 10 multiplied by itself 11 times

 100 = 10
2 

1000 = 10
3

100,000 = 10
5

 We also apply this to fractions such as 0.00000001

 This is = 1 / 10,000,000 = 10
-8
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2) Another Confusion: Light Years

 A Light Year is not a unit of time but a unit of distance

 It measures the distance light travels in 1 year

 Speed of light = 300,000 kilometers per second

 One Light year = 9.5 Trillion Kilometers

 It takes light 1.25 seconds to get to the moon

 And 8 minutes to come from the sun

 The Milky Way is 100 light years in diameter

 The nearest star to us is 4 light years away . . . Alpha Centauri

 The Andromeda Galaxy is 2.5 Million years away
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3) Atomic Structure and Fundamental Particles

 Everything we see around us is made up of Atoms

 A human body is made up of trillions of atoms

 An atom is made up of 3 particles

1) Protons: positively (+) charged particles (in the Nucleus)

2) Neutrons: neutrally (0) charged particles (in the Nucleus)

3) Electrons: small negative (-) particles (orbit Nucleus)

 Properties of atoms are determined by the number of protons an 

atom has (which is = the number of electrons)

 Hydrogen has 1 proton and Uranium has 92



Neutron: 

2 down and 1 up quarks

Proton: 

2 up and 1 down quarks

u

d

u

d

ud

A Molecule of Water:

2 Hydrogen and

1 Oxygen

H

O

H

Atom of Carbon:

6 protons, 6 neutrons

And 6 electrons

e

e

N
NPP e

e
e

e

e

e

N
NPP N

NP
P

Electrons are Fundamental particles

while Protons/Neutrons are made up of Quarks
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The Size of an Atom

 Rescale the atom so its 

nucleus = the size of an olive

 Place the nucleus in the 

center of a football field

 The electron would be in the 

Goal . . . 

 We are mostly full of space

Ne



4) Einstein: Matter and Energy are Equivalent

 Under high temperature, matter can 

change to energy

 Energy can also change to matter

 Early in the life of the Universe, it was 

exceedingly hot (billions of degrees)

 This allowed matter and energy to 

switch back and forth … 
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5) Particle Creation from Energy and 

Energy Creation from Particles

With excessive Heat and Pressure, 2 things 

can happen

1) Energy can be converted to a pair of 

particles with opposite charges

 Matter (proton) and Anti-matter (negative-

proton) OR

 Matter (electron) and Anti-matter (positron)

2) If matter and anti-matter particles meet, 

they will annihilate and turn into energy 

(or self-destruct)

Since the early Universe was mostly 

energy, this is how matter got created

(1)

(2)
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6) The 4 Forces of Nature (and their Particles)

 Strong Force: responsible for binding protons and neutrons together

 It operates in very short distances via field particles called Gluons

 Weak Force: responsible for decay processes of particles and atoms

 It operates in very short distances and is 10
+4

weaker than the strong force

 Gravity: is the force of attraction between particles with mass

 This is the weakest force: 10
+38

times weaker than the strong force

 It applies at very large distances and affects electrons, neutrinos, muons, taus

 We have still not located the field particle: Graviton

 Electromagnetism: is force of attraction between charges particles

 The force is transmitted via Photons

 The energy of a Photon is proportional to the frequency of the Electromagnetic Wave

 It is 10
+2

weaker than the strong force
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This is the Standard Model in 

Physics showing Fundamental 

Particles.

(Protons, Neutrons, Muons, etc. 

are composed of Quarks) and 

are not Fundamental Particles.

We shall only deal with Quarks, 

Electrons and Photons
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7) The Electromagnetic Force and Photons

 If you heat an atom its electrons will absorb energy and jump up 

by 1 or more orbits

 Cool it and its electrons will drop down to lower orbits (quantized)

 As an electron drops to a lower orbit, it emits a Quantum of 

energy called a Photon 

 A Photon is a particle that is 100% energy with 0% mass

 Its energy is proportional to its frequency (or wavelength)

 Photons are the result of the Electromagnetic Force

 In different periods of the Universe, we will mention photons as 

the energy in those periods
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Electrons dropping down to lower orbits

Hi Freq Lo Freq



What do a Flashlight, a Radio, a Microwave Oven 

and an X-Ray Machine have in Common?

Light, radio waves, microwaves and x-rays (and infrared, 

ultraviolet, etc.) are all Electromagnetic Waves. 

They just have different frequencies
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This is the Electromagnetic Spectrum

These are all photons with different frequencies (energies)

(Human Beings only sense the Visible part)

U

V

LONG

Radio Waves

SHORT

Radio 

Waves
Microwaves Infrared X Rays Gamma Rays 

Low Frequency

Low Energy
High Frequency

High Energy

Long Wavelength (meters) Short Wavelength (meters)
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8) Fusion of Atoms

Energy

(Photons)

 If we heat 2 hydrogen nuclei 

. . . they will fuse

 This will produce energy. Why?

 For reasons beyond our evening, the 

fused particles have less mass than 

the initial particles

 The difference goes as energy

 Humanity is now looking for Fusion 

Energy instead of Fission (which 

splits atoms).

 We will meet fusion a few times in the 

evolution of the Universe

H2

H3
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Cosmologists divide 

the Life of the Universe 

into more than 15 periods

We shall summarize them into 7
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Periods in the Evolution of the Universe

1) Planck Period Time = 0 Up to 10
-43

2) Very Early Universe 10
-43

seconds to 3 minutes (with Inflation)

3) Synthesis of Nucleon 3 to 20 minutes

4) The Matter Period 20 min to 380,000 Years

5) The Dark Ages 380,000 to 150 Million Years

6) Star Formation 150 million Years till today

7) Galaxy Formation 400 million Years till today
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Period 1) The Singularity . . . The Planck Period

 From Time = 0 up to 10
-43

or 

0.0000000000000000000000000000000000000000001 (42 zeroes)

 Temperature? 10
32

K --- impossible to imagine

 The matter of the Universe was smaller than the size of 1 atom

 The 4 fundamental forces were unified as one force

 There is still no theory to explain how the force worked 

 And which particles it affected

 There are no experiments energetic enough to investigate this 

period

1
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But Scientists are considering these Hypotheses

 There is no such thing as Empty Vacuum

 Space has its own Quantum Energy

 Energy and Time are linked when measured . . . (Also Speed / Position)

 Uncertainty (TIME) x Uncertainty (ENERGY) < a very small number

 A small unit of space can generate infinite energy as long as that lives for 

a very very short time and then disappears

 Since Quantum Theory expresses matter/energy in terms of 

probability . . .  this could happen

 This may be the origin of the matter/energy at Time = 0



Other Possible (and Related) Causes . . .

 The Big Crunch Theory: a previous Universe expanded to its limit 

and then collapsed by gravity into our universe at Time = 0

 This would be a repeating cycle

 The Multi-Verse Theory: we live in one of many universes

 String Theory is currently being developed, but with no experiments

 It says nature has 11 dimensions of which humans see 4

 This makes it possible to have other universes: Multi-verse

 A Big Bang could be caused by a collision between universes
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Period 2) Very Early Universe: 10
-43

to 3 minutes

 From here onwards, we have theories that explain what happens in 

these periods

 We have particle colliders which can crash particles at very high 

temperatures

 We also have telescopes / detectors for all frequencies

 To avoid technical details, the events in Period 2 have been grouped

 Remember: the universe was expanding

 Remember: its temperature was dropping 

 These 2 factors determine which particles are created and when

1 2
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 As temperature dropped, 

one by one, the 4 forces 

split from the Unified 

Force in the Planck 

Period

 As each force was born, 

it resulted in the 

generation of its 

particles.

 When strong force 

emerged, it resulted in a 

rapid Inflation of the 

universe.

1 sec

Temp (K) >>

Time >>

10
12

The FORCES

10
13

10
15

10
27

10
32
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What was Inflation?

 A Phase Change when the strong force split from the rest

 From 10
-36

to 10
-32

, the universe expanded by a factor of 10
+26

 Expansion took place faster than the speed of light

 Not Wrong: information cannot be transmitted faster than the speed 

of light (but space can expand faster than that)

 Inflation then stopped and the universe returned to regular

expansion
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During these 3 Minutes, Energy converted to Matter

 The first particles to form were: Quarks and Electrons

 Then, when temperature dropped further, Quarks fused 

to generate Protons and Neutrons

 (The Strong Force fused 3 quarks for each)

 Since then, quarks were never found “on their own”
u

d

u

d

ud

e



But wait ! . . . Earlier, we claimed that . . . 
“High Energy created Matter / Anti-Matter Particles”

Electrons / Positrons

Protons + Anti-Protons and Neutrons + Anti-Neutrons

“Matter and Anti-Matter self-destructed on contact”

So today, we should only have Energy and No Matter ?????
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Asymmetry of Matter and Anti-Matter

 This is a strange phenomenon still being investigated

 For each 1,000,000,000 positrons (or anti-electrons),

the universe created 1,000,000,001 electrons

 The same asymmetry applied to protons and neutrons

 The 1 billion pairs annihilated each other generating energy

 This energy remained in the Universe

 We will meet it in Period 4 . . . (Cosmic Background Radiation)

 The remaining “1 in a billion” particles represented matter today

 This is what the visible universe is made up of 
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At the end of the first 3 minutes (Period 2) . . . 

 The Universe consisted of a soup of Particles

 Electrons 

 Protons

 Neutrons

 And Photons (with very high energy)

 The temperature had dropped to 1 billion K 

1) Photons and particles kept bumping into each other

2) More matter could not be created any more

3) It was still too hot for nuclei of atoms to form
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Period 3) Synthesis of Nucleons: 3 to 20 minutes

 When temperature dropped below 1 billion K Protons and Neutrons 

started binding

 They formed nuclei of H, He and Li (see next slide)

 Temperature was too high for nucleons (+) to capture electrons (-)

 When temperature dropped to 10 million K, synthesis stopped

 Very significant: the proportions of H, He and Li generated so far 

are exactly what we have today

1 2 3
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The Generated Nucleons (Different Isotopes) 

N

PHydrogen P P

N N

PHelium P

N

P P

NN

Helium P P

N N

P P

N N

P

N

P

NN

75%

25%

Very little

Unstable
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Period 4) Matter Period: 20 min to 380,000 Years

 Temperature started dropping from 10 million to 3000 K 

 Compare: 6000 K is the temperature at the surface of the sun

 Above 3000 K, electrons cannot be captured by atomic nuclei 

 Electrons still remained in the space between nucleons 

 Photons crashed into electrons and nucleons 

 They could only travel the short distances between atoms

 Around 380,000 years, temperature reached 3000 K

 Then something phenomenal happened ….

1 2 3 4
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Just around 380,000 years . . . Temperature 

was around 3000 K and going down 

 H and He nucleons (+) started capturing capture electrons (-)

 For the first time, the Universe began forming neutral atoms

 The remaining Photons could now travel freely

 The Photon’s energy at 3000 K meant it was in the infrared region

 They are still zooming around today … but not infrared . . . Why not?
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The Change in the Photon’s Energy

 The remaining Photons at 3000 K had a wavelength in the infrared

region: from 1 micrometer to 1 millimeters

 As the universe expanded, the energy of the photons went down

 Today, their temperature is at 2.76 K (just a bit above absolute zero)

 Their wavelength is 1.9 mm and frequency 160.4 GHz

 Our microwave ovens operate at a frequency of 2450 GHz

 Can we see them today? Easily and with Difficulty . . . 

 Television Signals? . . . . And . . . 
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Photons from 380,000 Years can be Seen Today .  . . 

 In 1964, two engineers were building a radio telescope

 They kept getting microwave noise which they could not remove . . . 

 The noise was there at all times and from all directions . . . 

 150 kilometers away, a group of physicists were designing experiments 

to detect the radiation from 380,000 years ago

 The engineers called them … they were scooped!

 The 2 groups agreed to publish together in the same journal

 However, unfairly, the Nobel Prize was only given to the engineers 



This is the Cosmic Background Radiation (CMB) 

that was created around 1 second but started 

traveling at 380,000 years after the Big Bang 

WMAP 

Satellite 

(2001-2010)



Period 5) The Dark Ages

 From 380,000 years up to 150 million Years

 Only Hydrogen and Helium were found in the Universe

(+ very few Lithium)

 All photons were at the infrared range

 Their frequency (energy) was falling (due to expansion/cooling)

 Nothing was visible (in human terms)

1 2 3 4 5
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Period 6) Star Formation

 Around 150 million years after the Big Bang

 Fluctuations resulted in pockets of low and high density of matter

 These fluctuations were generated very early (near Time = 0)

 We also saw them in the Cosmic Background Radiation

 In high density pockets, H and He started to form clouds

 The gravity of the clouds attracted even more atoms 

 Due to rising pressure, the temperature in the center of the clouds 

reached very high levels

 Flash Boom: Hydrogen atoms fused to generate Helium + Energy

1 2 3 4 5 6
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 Outwards: the energy generated 

by fusion pushes outwards

 Inwards: the pressure of the 

condensing matter

 For millions of years, the star 

would be stable

 Until Hydrogen runs out ….

Fusion in Stars: Two Opposing Forces



The Repeated Fusion Cycle in Stars

 With no Hydrogen, Helium starts fusing into carbon

 Carbon also combines with Helium to make oxygen

 And when Helium is exhausted: the star starts fusing Carbon, 

Oxygen into Nitrogen, Neon, Silicon . . . . Etc.

 Until we reach the Iron Barrier

 Stars are not able to fuse Iron into heavier elements

 Catastrophe: no more outward pressure to oppose the falling 

matter



The End of Fusion . . . In a Star

 The star collapses 

 This generates a massive explosion 

called a Supernova

 It throws out all its gas into the universe

 It generates very high temperatures 

(100 billion K) 

 It shines brighter than a galaxy but for 

100 seconds or so

 Depending on the initial size of the star 

different elements are fused 

 Many heavier than iron



In the Universe, there are 3 sources of ALL 

atoms (elements):

1) Early Universe (Until 3 min)

H (75%) and H (25%) and little Li

2) Fusion within Stars

He and all Elements until Iron

3) Fusion in Supernova Explosion

He and all Elements up to Uranium



We are made up of 

Stardust
Carl Sagan in COSMOS
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Here Comes the Sun

 4.6 billion years ago (9.2 billion years after the Big Bang) 

an ordinary star emerges with a lot of gas around it

 The gas collects in a disk that rotates around the sun

 Small rocks form from the dust

 They sweep everything and grow into planets
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Mercury

Venus

Earth

Mars

Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune

Part of the Sun

Asteroids
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Period 7) Galaxy Formation

 The oldest we have photographed is 200 million years old

 The milky way started around then . . . How do we know?

 Presence of heavy elements means several generations 

of stars were formed in the Milky Way

 Other cosmological objects start forming:
 Black holes

 Pulsars

 Clusters of galaxies

 Stars of all sizes, luminosity and color

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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The Hubble Deep Field:

Galaxies around 350 million 

years old

Each dot is a 

Galaxy

EXCEPT this 

star in the Milky 

Way
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Dark Energy and Matter – Most of the Universe

 At 8.5 billion Years the universe’s expansion started speeding up

 This is explained as negative gravity or Dark Energy

 It is estimated at 70% of the Mass of the Universe

 (In Einstein’s equation, this is the Cosmological Factor)

 We also have Dark Matter, in the galaxies at 26% of the Mass

 We understand neither of them

 Most likely, both are particles / forces we have not detected yet

 Weird: the only matter that we see is 4% of everything there is!
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What we will see tonight



Plane of the

Solar System

The tilt of the earth with 

respect to the Plane of  

Solar System causes 

Summer and Winter 

Seasons



In summer: the North receives overhead sunrays. 

The South receives bent rays which travel longer through 

the atmosphere resulting in lower temperatures

In summer: 

The North will have 

a shorter night and 

a longer day.



In winter: the South receives overhead sunrays. 

The North receives bent rays which travel longer through 

the atmosphere resulting in lower temperatures

In winter:

The North will have a 

longer night and a 

shorter day.



The stars in winter 

are not the same 

as the stars in summer



Polaris

Moon
Sun

Plane of the Solar System = The Ecliptic Plane
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Sky rotation is an ILLUSION.

It is the Earth that is rotating.

The center of the sky is POLARIS

The end of the Small Dipper

And it is only Overhead

if you are on the North Pole
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The Zodiac Signs are 12 Constellations

 The moon, sun, planets and the 12 Zodiac Constellations are 

always lined up with the Solar System plane

 This is called the Ecliptic Plan and is tilted 23.5% from Horizon

 When we are in a Horoscope Sign, the Sun occupies the 

Constellation of that Sign

 During April 20 – May 20, we cannot see Taurus since the sun 

covers it

 6 months later (October-November) and you will see Taurus 
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The Milky Way and the 

Solar System do not 

have the same plane



You will see 

the Milky Way

Perpendicular 

to the Ecliptic Plan

file:///C:/04. Karaz w Laimoon/00. Perseides Meteor Shower/Videos/Milky Way Time Lapse.MP4
file:///C:/04. Karaz w Laimoon/00. Perseides Meteor Shower/Videos/Milky Way Time Lapse.MP4
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Polaris
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The Perseides Meteor Shower

 The shower radiates 

from Perseus, right next 

to Andromeda

 We expect to see 60-80 

meteors per hour 

 Each year, Earth passes 

thru the debris left by the 

Swift-Tuttle comet 

discovered in 1860 by 

two Americans

 The comet has an orbit 

of 133 years and will be 

back in 2126.



The Andromeda Galaxy

 The galaxy is the largest in a group of “local galaxies”

 It is larger than the Milky Way + contains around 1 Trillion stars

 (The Milky Way contains around 200 billion stars)

 If you see it, you will be seeing light that started traveling 2.5 

million years ago … yani, it is 2.5 million light years away from us

 Around 4 billion years from now, it will collide with the Milky Way

 Here is a computer simulation

file:///C:/04. Karaz w Laimoon/00. Perseides Meteor Shower/Videos/Milky Way and Andromeda Galaxies Collision Simulated.mp4
file:///C:/04. Karaz w Laimoon/00. Perseides Meteor Shower/Videos/Milky Way and Andromeda Galaxies Collision Simulated.mp4
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Hopefully we 

can see the 

Andromeda Galaxy

M31 Galaxy



We will also see these Planets الكواكب

 Mars (near Earth at this 

time, so brighter than usual): 

reddish

 Jupiter: whitish and brighter 

than Saturn

 Saturn: yellowish and if you 

have binoculars with 25X 

magnification and a steady 

hand

 Note: planets do not twinkle

المريخ

زحل

المشتري
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The 3 Planets will 

be behind us if we 

are facing North 

East (towards the 

Meteors
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Saturn and the Center of the Milky Way

 Saturn happens to be in 

Sagittarius

 Just between us and the 

Center of the Milky Way

 You can recognize 

Sagittarius as it looks 

like a pair of balances! 

(Not Libra)
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Jupiter will be in Libra

Antares

A Red Giant

SCORPIO

LIBRA

Somewhere near this star
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Will we See Venus? الزهرة

 No, it is setting as we speak

 But look westwards tomorrow as soon as 

the sky gets dark . . . 

 It is the brightest object in the sky

 It always appears either before sunrise or 

after sunset. (Sometimes not at all)

 They call it the Evening or the Morning 

star (Though it is not a star)
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Other Planets

 Mercury is too close 

to the Sun –

It is rarely seen

 Uranus and Neptune 

are in the sky, tonight but 

we need powerful 

telescopes to see them

 Pluto is no more a planet

It is now considered one 

of the objects in the 

Kuiper Belt, a large collection

of icy objects
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Tips for Night Watching

 We should look towards Perseus, North East (see 

next slide)

 Keep watching the area and you will see fast 

transits

 If we are lucky, some meteors will burn longer and 

we might hear some “woosh” sound

 Please avoid using bright screens or camera flash 

as it makes your pupils smaller and you will not be 

able to see the sky well

 To avoid being blinded by your star app, use the 

NIGHT WATCH Option … when all is red
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A lot of Greek Mythology:

Perseus

Andromeda

Cassiopeia + Cepheus 
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Cassiopeia and Cepheus

 Cepheus (the king) and Cassiopeia (the queen) of 

Ethiopia had a lovely daughter called Andromeda

 Cassiopeia bragged that Andromeda was more 

beautiful than the Neireds.

 Neirids lived in the seas and helped sailors in 

trouble. (One of them, Thetis, was the mother of 

Achilles)

 Neptune (Poseidon) got angry. He sent storms 

towards Ethiopia until Andromeda was sacrificed

 Andromeda was chained to a rock and subjected 

to a monster called Cetus.
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Perseus Comes 

to the Rescue

 Perseus is the son of Zeus and Danae

(daughter of Argos and Eurydice – another 

Eurydice not the love of Orpheus).

 He killed the Medusa, a monster with 

snake hair who turned everyone to stone if 

they saw her face.

 The Medusa was the mother of Pegasus

 Perseus saw and rescued Andromeda

 European racialism: Andromeda shown 

as white / blonde (in most of the paintings 

too)
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In Astronomy . . . Most of These are Constellations

 Cassiopeia is on the other side of Polaris as the Big Dipper (Ursa Major)

 Looks like a W

 Cepheus is below the small dipper (Ursa Minor). 

 It contains Delta Cephei (4th star) a variable star with a fixed pulsation. 

 Cepheid Variable Stars are used to measure the distance of galaxies.

 Andromeda is next to Perseus. It contains the galaxy (M31). 

 (More on the Galaxy later)

 Perseus is above Andromeda and is where the meteors will appear.

 Cetus the monster is near Taurus and Orion (cannot see it in August)
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Perseus
Cassiopeia
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Perseus

M31

Galaxy

Andromeda
Pegasus



Thank you

for your Kind 

Attention


